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	Interactive marketing communication and relationship personalization present some of the most recent developments in the field of marketing communication and marketing in general. Technology developments (both software and hardware) have enabled cost effective information collection and interactive communication and thus cost effective management of personalized relationships with each consumer individually. If adequately implemented, interactive communication, enabling relationship personalization (based on true and thorough information), could result in substantial savings for companies and in significant satisfaction increase for consumers.





2.1. Interactive Marketing Communication

	Interactive marketing communication is one of the most intensively developing fields in marketing, and does not represent a short-term hit but rather a long-term strategy, which includes a change of business philosophy where consumers are becoming partners (Rodriguez Peraldo and Barwise, 2005). Deigton and Grayson in 1995, envisaged that non-interactive marketing communication will start to evolve into interactive communication with consumers, which, supported by digital monitoring and management of interactions, will enable the maintenance of dialogue and relationship with each consumer individually, with lower costs (Deighton and Grayson, 1995).

	Definitions of interactive marketing communication are numerous (more detailed analysis of this concept will be provided by the author upon request). After thorough analysis of definitions by different authors, it is possible to point out the most important concepts related to interactive marketing communication:
	Interactive marketing communication includes at least two parties who have a capability of communication and information control;
	Interactive marketing communication includes two-way communication, that is dialogue;
	Interactive marketing communication includes personalization of communication, that is the adaptation of communication form and content to each consumer individually;
	Interactive marketing communication implies a possibility of momentary feedback from all included parties through the same medium or different ones;
	Interactive marketing communication abolishes time-space constraints;
	Interactive marketing communication enables precise measurability of results;





	Relationship personalization represents development and maintenance of long-term profitable relationships between companies and consumers based on mutual understanding and cognition along with the concept of added value. In such relations, a company personalizes every aspect of its relationship with a consumer, including marketing communication, product, price and place. Thus, personalized marketing provides experiences for a known consumer (Stone and Jacobs, 2001). Concepts connected to personalization include: customization, database marketing, precision marketing, one-to-one marketing and relationship marketing. 	





Consumer privacy could be defined as the right not to be disturbed, right to anonymity, right not to be under surveillance, and right for control of information usage companies have on consumers (Gattiker et al.). Although, today, there is a great concern for privacy – which was recently “lost”, the truth is that anonymity is just a concept of today’s world (Deighton, 2005). Strangers (anonymous people) were a very rare sociological category in the past and were considered to be dangerous. This started to change with the development of metropolitan cities in the 19th century and mass transport development (Deighton, 2005). At that time, personal acquaintance was only being developed among very few close friends / family members; for all other purposes, identification was developed through personal documentation (i.e. passports, IDs, etc.).

Basic consumer rights could be defined as (Kesic, 2006): the right to choose freely, right to be informed, right to be heard and right to safety. Although ICT helped practice some of the consumers’ rights more actively, it has led to a new field of possible consumer privacy violation. Due to technology development, companies can collect and analyze a great amount of information – developing knowledge which could give them insight into consumers’ actions, of which even consumers themselves might not be aware. Thus, the possibility (right) to disconnect will start to represent a status symbol.

However, in relation to consumer privacy, it is not just the information that companies have which endangers consumers, but also the way companies use them. An example is the Personal Emergency Response Systems (PERS), which, based on information collected, enables adequate medical help – however, in case of misuse of such information, consumer privacy could be seriously endangered (Tomsen and Faith, 2003). Possibilities of information misuses present potentially the greatest threats to consumer privacy – thus influencing consumers' willingness to give personal information and endangering the process of interactive marketing (Rodriguez Perlado and Barwise, 2005). This information forces companies to look after consumer privacy through the development and implementation of the mentioned company privacy codexes (Stone and Jacobs, 2001; Carol 2002). Legislation sets the privacy protection framework, which is just the starting point for true partnership and trust development between companies and consumers.

Very often, consumer privacy is threatened due to the misperceptions of companies that profit from maximization and consumer protection, which are two conquering and mutually negatively correlated goals (Phelps et al., 2001). However, consumer protection and profits present complementary goals common to both consumers and companies (Culnan and Armstrong, 1999). It is not just important to get consumers to provide information, but more importantly, provided information needs to be correct. Consumers want to have control over the information companies have on them and the way they use them. If consumers are not assured that a company will protect their rights, they tend to provide wrong information - and thus incur extra costs to companies (cost of information acquisition, storage, analysis, and wrong conclusions resulting in misplaced actions) (Shenan and Hoy, 1999). Thus, it is cost effective for companies to make extra efforts on ensuring consumer trust.

Very important concepts for information handling are “opt-in” and “opt-out” approaches (Deighton, 2004; Roman and Hornstein 2004). Opt-out approach ensures that consumers are able to unsubscribe from any databases which they might have entered (voluntarily or involuntarily). This approach ensures that consumers have control over the use of information. However, information is already in the database and could be used for other purposes without consumers knowing it. That is why the trust between the consumer and the company needs to be built and maintained. Opt-in approach enables consumers to provide information voluntarily. Although there might be less consumers leaving personal information, the information collected usually has much greater reliability. The response rate could be increased by offering adequate compensation for the information and consumer effort (Vlasic et al., 2006). Opt-in approach enables the development of permission marketing – defined as communication messages sent to consumers who have signed up for receiving them (Tezinde et al., 2002). Although the opt-in approach seems fair and the best to all stakeholders, the intrigue is that companies can only communicate with those consumers with which they have already communicated (those that have opted-in). That is why the greatest problem is how to get consumers to start the interaction voluntarily. Some argue (Phelps and Bunker, 2001) that restraining information is a type of intrusion of the free speech postulate.

Some authors extend the opt-in and opt-out approaches, and present the confirmed opt-in where a company informs a consumer about their opt-in request (in case of possible registrations by others), and double opt-in, which, after receiving the information about the registration, requires confirmation again by the consumer (Nussey, 2004). Others (Newel and Newel Lemon, 2001) mention opt-on (do you want to continue the relationship), opt-when (when do you want to receive information), opt-where (at which locations do you want to be contacted), and opt-how (what type of communication is preferred by the consumer).

2.4. Interaction Frames – Analysis of Interaction

For the development and management of interactions and personalized relationships with consumers, companies have to track “interaction frames” with each consumer individually, defined by: time of interaction, interaction duration (frame duration), means of interaction (i.e. automated machine, personal contact), type of interaction (i.e. transaction, communication, …), interacting stakeholders, subject (topic) of the interaction, consumer attitude at the beginning and consumer attitude at the end of the interaction, solution of the interaction (satisfied vs. dissatisfied consumer), suggestions for future interactions with a given consumer, expected revenue from the interaction moment, and costs of a given interaction moment.





The aim of this paper is to analyze what information collection / use practices companies should implement to gain consumer confidence – and thus enable long- term interactive personalized profitable relationships. Thus, three hypotheses are set:

H1:	Consumers are not aware of the information handling practices that companies use.
H2:	Consumers want to know a company’s information handling practices.
H3:	Consumers want to control the interaction with companies.

The research was done through a web survey on the convenient sample of Internet users. Respondents were encouraged to fill out the on-line questionnaire through viral marketing, banner/link on the Croatian search portal www.pogodak.hr (​http:​/​​/​www.pogodak.hr​),  banners/links on web pages of different companies, and posts on different Croatian forums. 

For the definition of expected compensation, a focus group was used with 10 participants aging from 15 to 50, male:female = 50:50. In addition, the survey was done on a representative sample of Croatian citizens using the CATI method.

The total number of WEB survey respondents was 1,622. However, 539 cases were excluded from further analysis because they did not respond to the question concerning gender – and were thus characterized as incomplete. The rest were tested for consistency based on test questions, and checked. Thus, the remaining 1,083 questionnaires were taken for further analysis. Telephone interviewing using the CATI method was done in cooperation with one of the largest Croatian research agencies – Prism research.

















4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Possibility for interactive marketing communication and relationship personalization was thoroughly researched before (Vlasic and Kesic, 2006; Vlasic et al., 2006). Unfortunately, not much research was done concerning general attitudes toward information sharing for marketing purposes. It is well-known that information on consumers is the most important marketing resource, especially now that consumers are more demanding, and companies have smaller profit margins (pushing them toward reducing costs through the production of personalized products for known buyers). The following is the analysis of the hypotheses (Hair et al., 1998).

4.1. Analysis of Information Handling Practices

The first two hypotheses were tested on the WEB sample using the t-test. The WEB sample was selected because it is expected that “on-line” citizens would be more aware of the information handling practices and privacy issues. The third hypothesis was tested on both samples because a desire to control information could be exerted both in on-line and off-line communication situations.

The first hypothesis was divided into two segments. On one side, consumer attitude toward companies and how they collect information was analyzed. On the other was analyzed consumer attitude toward information handling practices that they believe companies implement. 

For the first part, statements (on the 5-point Likert scale) included:
	I am aware which companies collect information on me.
	I know how companies collect my personal information.
	I am concerned about the fact that companies collect personal info on me without my knowledge.

For the second part of the first hypothesis, statements used included:
	I am aware for which purpose collected personal information will be used.
	Companies will use personal information (which I provide voluntarily) even for purposes for which I would not want them to be used.

In addition, the analysis included two “more general” statements connected with the topic of this paper:
	I feel incapable of protecting my own privacy from companies.
	Trust in people is very important to me.

According to t-test results, consumers are not aware which companies collect information on them (t= -19,714; sig= 0,000; mean diff.= -0,689), nor are they aware of the practices – how companies collect personal information (t=-13,987; sig=0,000; mean dif.=-0,485) and how they will use the collected information (t=-11,503; sig=0,000; mean diff.=-0,404). This implies that consumers are generally not aware of the information collection practices that companies use. 

Although consumers are trying to protect their privacy, they have a feeling of “big brother” tracking them. They believe that even companies with which they have not done business, or the ones with which they had a transactional level of cooperation, could be collecting information for future use. They are concerned about companies collecting personal information on them without their knowledge (t=13,053; sig=0,000; mean dif=0,508).

From the data provided, it is evident that there is a certain consumer “big brother psychosis” where consumers want interaction and relationship personalization and are willing to provide personal information under certain circumstances (Vlasic et al., 2006). However, they are, at the same time, afraid that they are being tracked by companies of which they did not approve. Consumers are neither aware of which companies are tracking them, nor how they are doing it – but have a certain feeling that it is happening. Thus, at the same time, they want to share the information (big brother situation) and have a “psychotic fear” that someone is tracking them. This “psychotic fear” is caused by their lack of knowledge and their feeling that they are incapable of protecting their privacy.

Table 2. Opinion of Web-survey respondents related to information handling practices
WEB survey	t	df	Sig. 2-tail	Mean Diff.
I am aware which companies collect information on me.	-19,714	1066	,000	-,689
I know how companies collect my personal information.	-13,987	1063	,000	-,485
I am aware for which purpose collected personal info will be used.	-11,503	1060	,000	-,404
I have a negative attitude toward companies which have collected my personal info without my approval.	19,842	1066	,000	,806
I feel incapable of protecting my own privacy from companies.	1,988	1063	,047	,071
I am concerned about the fact that companies collect personal info on me without my knowledge.	13,053	1064	,000	,508
Companies will use personal info even for purposes I would not want them to be used.	4,158	1061	,000	,142
Clear company statement on its information handling practices would reduce my concern.	20,218	1057	,000	,699
Trust in people is very important to me.	36,429	1066	,000	1,154

In addition, consumers feel that even the voluntarily provided information will be used in a way that they do not approve (t=1,158; sig=0,000; mean dif=0,142). Since they cannot pinpoint the companies surveying them, they feel incapable of protecting their privacy (t=1,988; sig=0,047; mean dif.=0,071) – “you cannot fight against an unknown enemy”. Furthermore, according to the ANOVA and the following t-test, women have proved to be more unaware of which companies collect information on them and their means of doing it. At the same time, men are more afraid that the provided information will be used for purposes they would not want it to be used.

Second hypothesis (consumers want to know a company’s information handling practices) was tested using two statements (on a 5-point Likert scale):
	I have a negative attitude toward companies which have collected my personal information without my approval.
	A clear company statement on its information handling practices would reduce my concern for privacy and make the development of relationships easier.
 
	From the presented results, it could be concluded that consumers want to know a company’s information handling practices and present a negative attitude toward those companies which collect information without informing them. When analyzed according to gender, statistically, women appreciate such information handling practices statements more than men. Thus, in today’s world, with interactions and personalized relationships taking place, and with consumers expecting companies to track them, it is advisable to companies to have a clear statement on how they handle information that they could (not necessarily that they do) use. Even if companies do not collect certain information on consumers, they should clearly indicate it in their statements in order to ensure consumers and reduce the possible “big brother psychosis”. If customers are not clearly informed of the information use (non use), they will surely come up with the worst case scenario and develop a certain resistance toward such companies. 

For further analysis, a sample was divided into two samples according to how important respondents feel trust is. Respondents who responded with 1 (strongly disagree) to 3 to the statement “Trust in people is very important to me” were grouped and labeled as 0 (they do not think trust is important), while those who strongly agreed with the statement (responded with 5 on a 5-point Likert scale) were labeled as 1 (they do believe trust is important).

ANOVA indicated statistically, highly significant differences between the two groups for the shaded statements. It turns out that those who find trust in people relatively unimportant:
	have a less negative attitude toward companies which have collected personal information without their approval than those respondents who find trust very important;
	feel capable of protecting their privacy;
	are indifferent toward:
	concern about the fact that companies collect personal information without their knowledge.
	companies using personal information (provided voluntarily) even for purposes they would not want them to be used.
	companies having / not having clear statements on its information handling practices.

Respondents who find trust very important generally are more afraid of possible malicious practices with their personal information, and thus they:
	have a negative attitude toward companies which have collected their personal information without their approval.
	feel incapable of protecting their own privacy from companies.
	are concerned about the fact that companies collect personal information without their knowledge.
	fear that companies will use personal information (provided voluntarily) even for purposes they would not want them to be used.
	believe that a clear company statement on its information handling practices would reduce their concern for privacy and make the development of relationships easier.

Table 3. ANOVA analysis of respondents to the Web-based survey 
related to the concept of trust

WEB survey – ANOVA (Trust in people is very important to me.)	F	Sig.
I am aware which companies collect information on me.	,269	,604
I know how companies collect my personal information.	,231	,631
I am aware for which purpose collected personal info will be used.	,004	,950
I have a negative attitude toward companies which have collected my personal info without my approval.	75,280	,000
I feel incapable of protecting my own privacy from companies.	11,006	,001
I am concerned about the fact that companies collect personal info on me without my knowledge.	82,431	,000
Companies will use personal information even for purposes I would not want them to be used.	15,718	,000
Clear company statement on its information handling practices would reduce my concern for privacy.	210,704	,000

Further analysis was done through the comparison of respondents who believe they are capable of protecting their privacy vs. respondents who do not feel they are capable of protecting it. Two extremes were taken into further analysis. Respondents who stated that they strongly disagree with the statement “I feel incapable of protecting my own privacy from companies” (chose #1 on the 5-point Likert scale) were labeled as those who “DO NOT feel incapable” of protecting their own privacy from companies, i.e. who feel capable of protecting their privacy. On the other hand, those who strongly agreed with the statement (chose #5 on the scale) were labeled as those who truly “DO feel incapable” of protecting their own privacy from companies.

ANOVA showed statistically significant differences for the following (shaded) statements.

Table 4. ANOVA analysis of respondents to the Web-based survey 
related to the concept of privacy protection
WEB survey – ANOVA (I feel incapable of protecting my own privacy from companies.)	F	Sig.
I am aware which companies collect information on me.	1,653	,200
I know how companies collect my personal information.	,554	,458
I am aware for which purpose collected personal info will be used.	1,337	,249
I have a negative attitude toward companies which have collected my personal info without my approval.	96,895	,000
I am concerned about the fact that companies collect personal info on me without my knowledge.	235,728	,000
Companies will use personal information even for purposes I would not want them to be used.	106,551	,000
Clear company statement on its information handling practices would reduce my concern for privacy.	35,575	,000
Trust in people is very important to me.	4,443	,036

It is interesting that people who believe they are incapable of protecting their privacy: have a negative attitude toward companies who collected their personal information without their approval (t=20,114; sig=0,000; mean dif.=1,611); are concerned about the fact that companies collect their personal information without their knowledge (t=23,572; sig=0,000; mean dif.=1,638); believe that companies will use (voluntarily provided) personal information for purposes they would not want them to be used (t=9,377; sig=0,000; mean dif.=0,910); and feel that a clear company statement on its information handling practices would reduce their concern for privacy and make development of relationships easier (t=12,443; sig=0,000; mean dif.=1,156). On the other hand, people who feel capable of protecting their privacy show a surprisingly different view. They do not give importance to companies collecting their information without their approval (sig=0,909); are not concerned about the fact that companies collect their personal information without their knowledge (t=4,467; sig=0,000; mean dif.=-0,657); are not concerned about companies using their information for unwanted purposes (t=-5,562; sig=0,000; mean dif.=-0,667); and do not feel that a company’s statement on its information handling practices is important for reducing privacy concern (sig=0,194).

Table 5. Summary of research results
Summary of resultsLegend:+    … significantly positive response++  … more positive response than the other             (i.e. female gave more positive            response than did the male respondents)–    … significantly negative response– – … more negative response than the other0    … no statistical significance 	General	Gender	Trust	Privacy protect
		Male	Female	Find trust unimportant	Find trust very important	Capable of protecting their privacy	Incapable of protecting their privacy
I am aware which companies collect information on me.	–	–	––	–	–	–	–
I know how companies collect my personal information.	–	–	––	–	–	–	–
I am aware for which purpose collected personal info will be used.	–	–	–	–	–	–	–
I have a negative attitude toward companies which have collected my personal info without my approval.	+	+	+	+	++	0	+
I feel incapable of protecting my own privacy from companies.	+	+	+	–	+	–	+
I am concerned about the fact that companies collect personal info on me without my knowledge.	+	+	+	0	+	–	+
Companies will use personal info even for purposes I would not want them to be used.	+	+ +	+	0	+	–	+
Clear company statement on its information handling practices would reduce my concern.	+	+	++	0	+	0	+
Trust in people is very important to me.	+	+	++	–	+	+	++

It seems that those who feel confident with their “fight for privacy” believe that there is nothing companies can do that could endanger them (their privacy). It seems that they have taken (at least in their opinion) adequate precaution which gives them certain security, believing that companies cannot collect their information without them knowing about it and that information handling practices are unimportant because no matter the practices, they feel secure from the companies. It could be concluded that they are somewhat blinded by their belief in their privacy protecting capabilities.

From the above analysis, it could be concluded that there is a certain “big brother psychosis” where consumers are afraid of something they do not completely understand. They are unaware of a company’s information handling practices – but they surely would want to know them. They would want them to be clearly stated as a certain company statement. Thus, the first two hypotheses could be accepted.

4.2. Analysis Of Information Flow Control

The third hypothesis, “Consumers want to control the interaction with companies” was tested on both WEB and CATI samples. Elements taken to make up the information flow control concept were:
	concerning the contact initiation
	I want to be the one who will start an interactive relationship with a company. (who will start the interaction)
	I do not want to be contacted by any company, no matter the reason. (who will be in charge for maintaining the interaction)
	concerning the information control
	I want to have control over the information collected on me. (control over which information will be collected) 
	I want to have control over the use of my personal information. (control over how collected information will be used)

On a representative sample of Croatian citizens, it is obvious that, in general, consumers want to start interactions themselves (t=6,171; sig=0,000; mean dif.=0,607). However, they do not necessarily want to be the ones in charge of maintaining the interactive relationship (sig=0,105). Concerning the information control – consumers want both control over which information is being collected (t=18,440; sig=0,000; mean dif.=1,474) and control over how the collected information will be used (t=19,513; sig=0,000; mean dif.=1,540). On the general population, there is no statistically significant difference in responses to the mentioned elements between male and female respondents. A convenient sample of Internet users showed some differences in comparison to the generally representative sample of Croatian citizens. Since they are more “connected” than the average citizens, it is clear why they are not necessarily insisting on being the ones initiating the interaction (sig=0,939), nor do they mind being contacted by companies (t=-9,019; sig=0,000; mean dif.=-0,336). When gender differences are analyzed, it is interesting to notice that men want to be the ones who will initiate the interaction (t=2,824; sig=0,007; mean dif.=0,182), while women do not insist on being the ones starting the interaction (t=-1,918; sig=0,055; mean dif.=-0,085). 





Who should start the interaction	Con	Con	Con	Both	Con	Both
Who should be in charge for maintaining the interaction	Both	Both	Both	Com	Com	Com
Information control
Who should have control over which information will be collected	Con	Con	Con	Con	Con	Con
Who should have control over how collected information will be used	Con	Con	Con	Con	Con	Con

Note: Con=Consumer; Com=Company; Both=Consumer and Company

Thus, the third hypothesis could be accepted – consumers want to control the interaction with companies. However, they do not necessarily want to be solely in charge for maintaining the interaction. 

5. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Interactive personalized marketing, which assumes interaction and exchange of information in order to personalize marketing mix elements for each consumer individually, is clearly one of the most important developments in marketing and business in general. It is strongly supported by information and interactive communication technologies (ICT), which enable cost effective communications. In order for interactive marketing to work, consumers need to provide voluntarily correct information to companies and want to continue interactions. In previous research, it was concluded that consumers want to have personalized relationships, but their eagerness is industry dependent (Vlasic and Kesic, 2006). In addition, analysis was done concerning factors which influence consumers’ willingness to start interaction and develop personalized relationships (Vlasic, 2006). Thus, the most important factors which influence consumers to start interactive communication with companies include: company’s reputation, adequate compensation, and perceived loyalty toward that company. For relationship personalization, consumers are mostly influenced by: reputation, loyalty, personal contact, well-defined legislature, interactivity of communication, prior experiences and trust. Analysis was also done viewing privacy as a commodity. Results clearly show that consumers are willing to provide their information to companies, but for a certain “reward” (Vlasic et al., 2006). 
	
Thus, what information collection / use practices should companies implement to gain consumers’ confidence? The research has shown that consumers suffer from a “big brother psychosis”, where, at the same time, they want to provide information (because companies give them mentioned motivators), but they are afraid of companies collecting information on them – especially flamed by the fact that they feel they are not even aware of the enemy. Thus, companies have to inform consumers about what exactly they are doing (if anything) with the information they collect – but also with the information they might not collect, but are capable of collecting. Also, they should give consumers a possibility to opt-in and, at any time, opt-out from any databases – which gives consumers a certain sense of control over the collection and use of information. Personal consumer information should only be used for mutual benefits and consumers should be asked every time if they agree for the company to use their private information. This would create a trusting long-term relationship where consumers do not mind (actually expect) companies to be the ones maintaining the interactive relationship. Furthermore, companies should inform consumers of the different possibilities of interaction, but should (in general) wait for consumers to start the interaction.
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Namjena ovog članka je utvrditi koje metode prikupljanja i korištenja informacija bi poduzeća trebala primjenjivati u cilju dobivanja povjerenja potrošača. U istraživanju su korištena dva uzorka. Prvi je prigodni uzorak korisnika Interneta (n=1.083) – putem web ankete, a drugi je reprezentativan uzorak RH (n=411) – CATI metoda. Postavljene su tri hipoteze:
	Potrošači nisu svjesni metoda upravljanja informacijama koje koriste poduzeća.
	Potrošači žele biti upoznati s metodama upravljanja informacijama koje koriste poduzeća.
	Potrošači žele kontrolirati interakciju s poduzećima.
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